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Collaborations

Digital Art and Engineering
ENGINEERING

Designed a Sphero Obstacle Course
Engineers working through their design.
Students in the media center navigated the course.
Benefits for Students

Creative Problem Solving

Coding
Students could navigate with code.

Resiliency
Digital Art

SHS Covers the Classics

Students redesign covers to classic literature
SHS Covers the Classics

Reimagine classic literature with new and updated covers!
Submit the second round by June 2nd.
Selected redesigned covers will be made into eBooks for the SHS Media Center.
One winning design will be made into a poster.
SHS Covers the Classics

Students in digital art were given the option to redesign a book cover as an assignment.

These students got feedback on their cover from an expert.

- Local authors
- Book cover designers
- Illustrators
The Contest

Winning books were made into ebooks available in the iBooks library.
Benefits to Students

- Creativity
- Responding to feedback
- Literary analysis
Continued....

Maker Kits and Another year of SHS Covers the Classics